Acorn Ornament
By Deja Jetmir

Skill Level: Intermediate

Be sure to watch the video tutorial if you
need help with any of the pattern.

Materials:
Few yards of worsted weight yarn in:
Light brown CA

Note: The pattern will be worked in spirals.
There will be no joining of rounds.
Abbreviations Used:

Dark brown CB

CH: chain

Yarn needle

SC: single crochet

Crochet Hook:

SL ST: slip stitch

Seed: 3.5mm [US-E]

ST(S): stitch(es)

Seed Top: 4.0mm [US-F/G]

stitch repeat, work the

Finished Measurements: approx. 1.5” tall
See a step-by-step video tutorial for this
motif at: www.crocheteverafter.com
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stitches contained within the brackets the
amount of times as stated directly after the
brackets.
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Seed

Seed Top

With CA

With CB

RND 1: Leave a long tail for stuffing seed at

RND 1: Leave a long tail for hanging and SC

end and SC 4 times into a magic adjustable
loop. 4 STS

6 times into a magic adjustable loop. 6 STS

RND 2: SC 2 times in each ST around. 8 STS

STS

RND 3: [SC 2 times in next ST, SC] 4 times.

RND 3-4: SC in each ST around. 12 STS

12 STS

RND 2: SC 2 times in each ST around. 12

RND 4-6: SC in each ST around. 12 STS

SL ST in the next ST and fasten off with a
long tail to sew seed top to seed.

RND 7: [SC2TOG] 6 times. 6 STS

Finishing

Use beginning long tail to stuff seed.

Tie a quadruple knot about 4 inches down
in beginning tail. Then pull it through the
middle of beginning round. The knot will
make the hanging loop (see video for more
help,) cut excess.

Fasten off with a long tail and weave it in
and out of the remaining 6 STS. Pull tail to
close hole. Weave in end. See aside for
later.
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Place seed top on seed and using end tail
and yarn needle, sew around the seed top
to attach to seed. Weave in end.
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